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ABSTRACT 
r:^y-tracing calculations provide estimates of the electron-cyclotron heating 

(ECH) power required to suppress tearing modes near the q = 2 surface in the 
Tokamak Physics Experiment. Effects of finite beam width and divergence 
are included, as are the effects of scattering of the ECH power by drift-wave 
turbulence. A frequency of about 120 GHz allows current drive on the small-i? 
(high-B) portion of q = 2. while 80 GHz drives current on the large-i? (low-B) 
portion. The higher frequency has the advantages of less sensitivity to wave 
and plasma parameters and of no trapped-electron degradation of current-drive 
efficiency. Less than 1 MW suffices to suppress tearing modes even with high 
turbulence levels. 

INTRODUCTION 
Suppression of m = 2 tearing modes by local current-profile modification 

is a possible scheme for disruption control in tokamaks. This paper indicates 
the characteristics of an ECH systc.a capable of suppressing tearing modes in 
an early design of the Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX), also known as the 
Steady State Advanced Tokamak (SSAT). 

Previous work has examined tearing-mode suppression by ECH in various 
tokamaks and found that very good localization of the driven current is 
required. A handy expression for the required magnitude and localization of 
the current is introduced in Ref. [1] and refined in Ref. [2]. We use an equivalent 
expression found by converting from r/a to poloidal flux V" (normalized to ip = 1 
at the plasma edge) and denoting by i/i 1 0 and >̂go the flux surfaces that contain, 
respectively, 109! and 90% of the driven current. The required magnitude Ij 
of the driven current is given as a fraction of the total plasma current Ip by 

h_ _ Q 4 (^'90 - ^ l o ) ~ 
Ip ' 4>q=2 

This expression is applicable when the flax 4'q=2 a t t n e q — 2 surface satisfies 
i/'io < Wq=o < »go. The required current is seen to increase rapidly as 
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localization deteriorates (1^90 — V'lol increases). It is thus important to include 
effects of finite width of the microwave beam and of scattering of the beam 
power by the drift-wave density fluctuations observed in all tokamaks. 

Electron-cyclotron current-drive efficiency can be seriously degraded if 
absorption occurs at a position where velocity space contains a large trapped-
electron region.[3] The large-R part of the q = 2 surface is at such a position, 
especially in a low-aspect-ratio tokamak. Absorption on that part of q = 2 
after injection from the low-field side of the plasma, while most attractive 
technologically, is often very problematic due to the physics of current drive. 

Absorption on the small-/? part of q = 2 avoids trapped-electron effects. 
Another advantage of that scenario is the relatively small |Vc | , which leads 
to better localization of the driven current. Two possible disadvantages of 
absorption at small R are that (a) a higher-frequency microwave source must 
be available and (b) unwanted second-harmonic absorption may occur.[4] For 
TPX we find these disadvantages are relatively unimportant, so absorption 
at small R is promising. In hotter, higher-field tokamaks like ITER these 
disadvantages are significant. 

The TPX magnetic field used for this work has B = 3.1 T at the magnetic 
axis. The plasma current Ip = 1.7 MA. The q = 2 surface is near t' = 0.79. 
The densitv and electron temperature at q = 2 are about 0.35 x 10" m _ and 
2 keV. 

SCATTERING OF ECH BEAM BY DENSITY FLUCTUATION'S 
We use a bundle of 45 rays to model a circular Gaussian beam with a waist 

radius of 4 cm. The rays are launched from the concave wave front 135 cm 
upstream from the waist and therefore represent a weakly converging beam. 
Rays are launched with the ordinary-mode polarization from just outside the 
plasma at either of two vertical positions. The first position is in the horizontal 
plane that contains the magnetic axis, and the beam center is parallel to that 
plane: this rase is called "on-axis." The second position is 70 cm below that 
plane, and the beam center is launched at an angle of 45° from horizontal: this 
case is called "off-axis." 

Scattering of rays by drift-wave density fluctuatiuns is treated by essentially 
the same Monte Carlo algorithm as in Ref. [5]. The distribution of scattering 
angles depends on the width £ of the wave vector spectrum of the fluctuations. 
^Ye take C, — 1.4 cm , based on scaling (as 1/gyroradius) of experimental re
sults. [C] The probability of scattering is proportional to the density fluctuation 
level ((6n)~) ' " , which we assume to be non-zero only for 0.6 < v < 1 and 
to have a maximum value of 0.1 x 10" m - at i!> = 0.8. Note that scattering 
occurs in our calculations within the absorption region but is of little quanti
tative importance. Scattering is important in large-R regions for beams with 
frequency / ~ 120 GHz that suffer significant spreading before reaching the 
small-R absorption region. 



POWER REQUIRED FOR SUPPRESSION OF m = 2 TEARING MODES 
Even though TPX has a high aspect ratio of 4.5, we found current drive 

on the large-i? part of the q = 2 surface to be problematic, because efficiency 
and localization were very sensitive to wave and plasma parameters. This 
sensitivity arises from competition between current-drive mechanisms with 
opposite signs. [3] Our results suggest that 1 MW of ECH power at 82 GHz. 
launched on-axis with a toroidal injection angle of 10°, would be 99% absorbed 
and would suppress tearing modes. Nevertheless, because of sensitivity we 
have reservations about the reliability of such a system. We consider the high-
frequency option to be a better choice. 

For absorption at small R we first omit scattering and show the poloidal 
cross section of the ray trajectories in Fig. 1. Only 150 kW of incident power 
is required to suppress tearing modes in this on-axis case; 89% of the power is 
absorbed and 11% shines through. With scattering, the trajectories spread 
dramatically in the vertical direction (Fig. 2) but little in the horizontal 
direction. The required power increases to 670 kW. and only 68% is absorbed. 
In Fig. 3 integrals of the ECH power deposited and the current driven between 
the magnetic axis and the flux surface i/> are shown. These results indicate 
that an acceptable scenario exists near the chosen frequency of 116.5 GHz and 
injection angle of 6°, even with the rather high turbulence level assumed. 

Absorption at small R can also be achieved by the off-axis launch scenario 
illustrated in Fig. 4. This scenario has a potential advantage over on-axis launch 
because rays have longer paths within the absorption region and thus less shine 
through and better localization. Scattering lessens the localization advantage 
slightly. Our results are that 78% of the power is absorbed (compared to 68%. 
on-axis). and the power requirement is 780 kW, somewhat higher than the on-
axis case. 

A brief study of the effects of varying Te at the q — 2 surface indicates that 
the power requirement is fairly insensitive to T e . 

CONCLUSIONS 
All of the launch scenarios considered here allow suppression of m = 2 

tearing modes with 1 MW or less of ECH power even in the presence of a rather 
high turbulence level. If radial electron transport causes significant spreading of 
the driven-current profile, then it may be necessary to use somewhat higher, but 
probably still acceptable, amounts of ECH power to suppress tearing modes. 
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Fig. 1. Ray trajectories, projected 
onto a poloidal plane, for the on-axis 
launch scenario, without scattering. 

Fig. 2. Ray trajectories for the same 
scenario as in Fig. I, but with scat
tering. 
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Fig. 3. For the scenario shown 
in Fig. 2. integrals of power de
posited (solid curve) and current 
driven (dashed curve). The right-
hand scale, which applies to the cur
rent and ranges from 0 to -0.005, has 
units of amps per incident watt. 
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Fig. 4. Ray trajectories for the off-
axis launch scenario, with scatter
ing. 
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